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Lightning data



The Met Office ATDnet (Arrival Time Difference Network) system is an automatic lightning location 
network consisting of around ten lightning outstation sensors located across Europe. Together they are 
used to determine the location and time of lightning strokes over a wide geographical area.

Hazardous weather is often associated with thunderstorms and can include intense precipitation, severe icing, wind shear, 
turbulence and strong wind gusts. ATDnet data can be a useful aid in the location of these types of weather, especially in data-
sparse areas such as oceans.

The weather associated with thunderstorms can have a high impact on public safety, aviation and other industries. ATDnet data 
can be used to warn of potentially hazardous weather associated with thunderstorms so that mitigation might be made against 
possible impacts.

ATDnet is mainly sensitive to cloud to ground lightning, usually the most powerful lightning, but also senses some of the more 
powerful in-cloud lightning. It cannot discriminate between these different forms of lightning.

The lightning strokes that ATDnet senses are delivered in lightning activity reports in the form of Met Office bulletins. ATDnet 
provides lightning data 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Studies suggest it can record around 90% of cloud-to-ground and up to 
~25% of cloud lightning flashes in Europe during daytime.

Resolution
Although the ATDnet system is optimised for lightning detection within the UK and Europe, it can detect lightning from further 
afield.  However, accuracy and sensitivity tends to diminish significantly at these longer ranges. Typical accuracy, or uncertainty, 
for lightning stroke location over the British Isles and Western Europe is around 1-2km, decreasing to 5-10km towards the 
eastern, northern and southernmost parts of Europe, 10km over the East Atlantic, 20-30km in Central Africa and 30-60km in 
South America.

ATDnet is recommended for:
• Determining the time and location of lightning strokes.

• Inferring the presence of hazardous weather, especially if used in conjunction with other observations such as satellite imagery, 
 radar and ground-based observations;

• Making short-range forecasts by extrapolating the data, which can be aided by the use of NWP (Numerical Weather Prediction) 
 output;

• Giving information on the location and timing of potentially hazardous weather.

• Verifying model output.

ATDnet limitations:
• ATDnet cannot discriminate between different types of lightning e.g. in-cloud/inter-cloud or cloud to ground lightning.

• Although long range, ATDnet does not cover the entire globe, areas including Far East Asian, Russia, South East Asia, Australia,  
 mainland USA and the Pacific are normally out of range for ATDnet.

• ATDnet has limited ability at detecting any weak lightning strokes, especially those at longer ranges from the network sensors.

• ATDnet can only sense the time and location of lightning strokes. It cannot provide information on the strength, its polarity 
 or other attributes of the stroke.
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Bulletin Description Format Resolution

ISFX01 All ATDNet sensed lightning data BUFR 1 min 

ISFX02 Africa: 20W-60E, 40S-40N BUFR 1 min 

ISFX03 Caribbean: 110W-55W, 10S-30N. BUFR 1 min

ISFX04 
(Note. ISFX04 is a 15min 
concatenation of ISFX02 data) 

Africa: 20W-60E, 40S-40N  BUFR 15 min

ISFX05 Western Europe: 20W-20E, 40N-55N BUFR 1 min 

SFUK36 Iberian Peninsula: 5E-14W, 34-45N CSV   5 min 

SFUK38 Iceland region: 50W-10E, 50-80N CSV (.zip) 5 min 

SFUK40 Indian Ocean: 10E-110E, 50S-5N CSV (.zip)  5 min 

SFUK41 N Atlantic: 65W-40E, 5-65N CSV (.zip) 5 min 

SFUK42 French Antilles: 75W-33W, 4S-21N CSV (.zip) 5 min 

SFUK43 Europe/Atlantic (large): 5-70N, 65W-40E CSV (.zip) 5 min 

SFUK44 
(unzipped content from SFUK45) 

All ATDNet sensed lightning data  
NOTE: output delayed by 15 mins 

CSV 5 min

SFUK45 & PXUK45  
NOTE. PXUK45 contains same 
data in same format as SFUK45 but 
applies a new message header which 
correctly identifies the data as being 
in binary format

All ATDNet sensed lightning data  
NOTE: output delayed by 15 mins 

CSV 
(both SF and PX are .zip) 

5 min

SFUK46 & PXUK46    
PXUK46 contains same data in  
same format as SFUK46 but applies  
a new message header which 
correctly identifies the data as 
being in binary format

All ATDNet sensed lightning data CSV 
(both SF and PX are .zip) 

5 min

SFUK47 UK Area: 12W-2E, 49N-65N CSV 5 min 

SFUK48   
(Unzipped content from SFUK46)

Mediterranean & Eastern Europe: 3.9-36.1E, 
26.9-57.7N

CSV 5 min

SFUK49 Africa: 20W-55E, 45S-40N CSV 5 min 

SFUK50 Cayman Islands region: 0N-35N, 110W-40W CSV (.zip) 5 min

SFUK51 Namibia region: 29.56S-16.5S, 11.5E-25.5E  CSV (.zip) 5 min 

SFUK53 Azores: 55W-15W, 25N-50N CSV 5 min 

SFUK66   
(Unzipped content from SFUK67)

European/Atlantic: 15W-45E, 30-70N CSV 5 min

SFUK67 & PXUK67    
PXUK67 contains same data in  
same format as SFUK67 but applies  
a new message header which 
correctly identifies the data as  
being in binary format

European/Atlantic: 15W-45E, 30-70N CSV (.zip) 5 min

Please speak to your account manager for pricing information, or contact us using the details below.

ATDnet bulletins are available for various geographical domains of coverage.


